Testimonials
Beverly, Female Patient

Dalia, Female Patient

I was diagnosed with Neuro Endocrine carcinoid
when I was 67 years old. I began to develop severe
abdominal and right upper quadrant pain that I could
not live comfortably with. On a scale of 0 to 10 I was
a 20. After 2 days of Calmar Therapy treatments
I slept through the night with no pain. I was able
to eat my meal without pain and had normal bowel
movements after discontinuing narcotic medications.
From my own personal experience I can attest to the
beneficial effects of Calmar therapy. I did not think
I would be free of pain for the holidays. I am totally
free of pain and will enjoy the time with my family.
Without Dr. D’Amato’s knowledge and expertise of
Calmar therapy this would not be accomplished.
Dr. D’Amato’s nurses Lynne and Kelly are outstanding.
They are kind, caring and knowledgeable. With their
assistance it made my treatment very comfortable.
Again I cannot thank Dr. D’Amato enough for this
great invention, which without it, I would not have
been able to live my life in comfort.

I have been suffering with bursitis pain in my left hip
and pain and numbness in my lower left leg (calf)
and foot for the past three years. This is the result
of stenosis in my lumbar spine affecting my sciatic
nerve. The quality of my life had been affected by
this pain. I could not climb stairs, get up off the chair,
stand in one spot for any length of time, exercise
or take even a fifteen- minute walk to the end of my
street without limping back. I was also having trouble
sleeping at night, especially if I tried to position myself
on either side. I have had six lumbar epidural injections and two cortisone shots in my hip, none of
which helped for a very long to ease the pain.

Female Spinal Stenosis Patient,
73 Years Old
I came to the urgent care clinic with severe sciatic pain
running up and down my leg into my foot. I felt like
was walking on a live wire. This was my second time
in 4 weeks. Dr. D’Amato mentioned a new procedure
he was doing and suggested I try it. He explained
to me what it was, I was a little skeptical about it but
decided to try it. The first 3 visits didn’t do too much
for me but after my 4th visit I felt almost normal.

After just one treatment with scrambler therapy,
I was able to stand much straighter and not limp.
The other immediate result that I had was a better
night’s sleep without tossing and turning from hip
pain. After ten treatments, along with another cortisone shot in my hip, I have been about eighty–percent
pain free. I have been able to climb stairs, get up from
sitting in a chair with no problem and take that fifteen- minute walk up and down my street without
limping! I am looking forward to getting back to an
exercise routine. But right now I am enjoying normal
living and moving
-Thank you Dr. D’Amato!
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Male Soldier, 37 Years Old

Female Patient, 40 Years Old

I would like to sincerely thank you and your team for
the professional and kind treatment you have provided
for me during my stay here. Ya’ll have gone out of your
way to make us feel like we were almost members of
the family.

I had a chronic painful sensation in my arm for almost
two years. I decided to try Calmar Pain Relief Therapy
provided by Dr. D’Amato and was amazed that just
after two treatments I was pain free. I am planning
to come back to Dr. D’Amato’s office soon as I need
another treatment for my leg. I would like to thank
Dr. D’Amato for helping me with my chronic pain
that I thought I would be living with every day. I also
would like to thank his staff as I found them very
caring and supportive.

For those that may be considering treatment, let me
provide you with a bit of my own background and
how the treatment has helped me.
I am a 32-year old soldier. In March of 2007, while
I was stationed in Germany I had surgery to stop the
progression of a previously diagnosed disorder. I have
been suffering from chronic pain and headaches for
3 years. I have been prescribed many different types
of pain medications, but they did not take the pain
away. I had been taking ibuprofen to the point that
I had damaged my small intestine. The doctors
switched me to acetaminophen and I took that until
I had noticeable damage to my liver. I had tried many
different forms of alternative pain relief, some of
which took some pain away, but none of which took
all of it away.
When I started the Calmar treatment I have to admit
I was a bit skeptical, but after the very first treatment,
all of may pain was gone. I was simply amazed!
Not only did the pain go away completely, but it stayed
away for much longer than I expected. I am very
happy with the results I have received from therapy.
Because of you I can continue on my daily living again
and also continue on in my military career!
Thank you so much!

Carla, Female Patient
As a young girl involved in gymnastics and horseback
riding, I’ve had my full measure of injuries due to
spills and falls. Couple that with a serious car accident
seven years ago, my spine would best be described as
that of a disabled person. My pain was chronic and
I actually damaged my stomach from taking too much
aspirin.
In desperation, I sought the advice of a pain doctor
who prescribed narcotics for me which gave some
relief but eventually left me with an addition. Again,
desperate for a solution, I was led to your office.
The treatment I received from you was nothing less
than life changing! After your treatment, my neck
and spine have never felt better. I have regained partial
motion in my neck and my pain has receded dramatically. I can’t thank you enough for the caring demeanor I received from you and your staff. The Calmar
device is a way out for people with chronic spinal pain
and solution to the use of addictive drugs.
Again, thank you so much, and God bless.
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My son originally had RSD when he was 11. He had injured his right foot and had the allodynia
and had to be in a wheelchair for a month. Then he had a miraculous healing, which his doctors
verified. Everytime he grew, he would experience some pain, but it wasn’t debilitating and didn’t last
long. Then he tore some ligaments in his right ankle when he was 15, but he was fine. Exactly a year
later, when he was 16, he suddenly started feeling pain in his right ankle and it got worse and worse
and two weeks later, he was diagnosed with RSD again. He went on Vicodin and did pool therapy and
physical therapy, he had three nerve blocks, which didn’t last long and the last one made it worse and
made it spread up his leg. We took him to Dr. Rhodes in Corpus Christi and bought the STS machine.
This also made him even worse, if that were possible. He ended up having to take hydromorphone.
He finally agreed to go for prayer for healing at our church. He felt God telling him that He was going
to heal him, just not right then, which gave him hope but he was also confused. In May, one of my
husband’s friends heard about the new Calmare pain treatment from his investment broker because
Competitive Technology had just announced the release of three independent clinical trials for the
machine by the Univ. of Wisconsin, the Univ. of the Commonwealth of VA, and the Univ. of Miami
showing the successful treatment of pain by the Calmare treatment. I called Dr. D’Amato in
Providence, RI because he was listed as the only doctor who had personally trained under the
Italian inventor of the device. He said for us to get our son off of Neurontin and bring him in two to
three weeks. We live in Texas, so it was a long way for us to go, but you know you’ll do anything for
your child when they’re in pain. We went to Providence, RI in June after our son had turned 17 and
was almost off of Neurontin. Dr. D’Amato is a wonderful, Christian man who is very kind and very
knowledgeable. He explained to our son how Dr. Marineo, the inventor, had decoded electrical
impulses to send a “no-pain” message through the nerves that were stuck on sending the pain message
to the brain. He asked a lot of questions about how our son’s injury started, how long, treatments, etc.
He then had him show him where his pain started on his ankle and where it ended on his upper thigh.
He put one electrode below his ankle and one electrode above his upper thigh. This made me very
nervous, because that’s kind of how the STS machine works and it had really caused my son a lot of
jolting, electrical pain. But it was not painful at all for my son, and three minutes later, he was in NO
pain!!! Praise God!!! He had been at a 9 out of 10 before, and he went to 0!!! He kept the electrodes
on for 30 minutes and then Dr. D’Amato told him that his pain would come back later on and to keep
track of how long it took and at what intensity. It took about 5 hours for the pain to come back and it
started at a 2 and eventually went up to 9 again, and he was still taking his hydrocodone. The next day,
his pain went to a 0 during treatment again and took longer to come back. After 8 days of treatment,
with the pain taking longer to come back and peaking and less and less intensity, he went to bed one
night with no pain and woke up the next morning with no pain! He had two more days of treatment
and has no pain since June 22, 2010! Today is Sept. 9, 2010. He also was decreasing his hydromorphone at the same time and he was hardly taking any by the time we left. After two more weeks of
weaning him down, he was off all medications!
Then I told my friend whose 65-year-old mother has had RSD for 11 years. She went to RI for the is
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Calmare treatment with Dr. D’Amato, and she is now also completely pain-free for the first time in 11
years! She can hardly believe it! And she’s almost off all her meds! This is such a huge answer to our
prayers! We are thanking and praising God for this, and hope other people will also be able to get this
treatment and be pain-free! Right now, the Calmare treatment is FDA-approved, but is not covered
by insurance because it’s so new it’s not considered a standard care of treatment. But as more and
more doctors start using this across the country, insurance companies are bound to realize that this is
cheaper in the long run. If you go to www.calmarett.com, it has locations for doctors that are using the
Calmare pain relief treatment.
Blessings,
Kim

January 27, 2010
Dear, Dr. D’Amato
I am writing this letter to tell you how much I appreciate the magic that you have performed on me.
In 2004 I took a bad fall and for the last three years I have been in constant pain. I was treated at a
hospital and was referred to an orthopedic doctor. The doctor ordered an MRI and found that I have
a little mass between the L4 and L5. Due to my history of cancer and my family history of cancer,
I was referred to an orthopedic back surgeon. The surgeon explained to me that because the mass
is small surgery would not be appropriate due to the small size of the mass. The surgeon stated if the
mass were to grow then surgery would be reconsidered. Consequently he referred me to the physical
therapy and treated me with pain medication. With that, I had some relief however the pain was still there
and I got tired of doctor’s visits. I decided to make pain part of my life and stop taking the medication.
In 2007 the pain was intolerable I started getting muscle spasm and cramps in my legs, stomach, arms
and face. When the spasms started in my tongue I got scared. Not only was I having the spasms and
cramps but when I had a bowel movement, my stomach would cramp so bad that I would scream
from the pain. I was treated by my primary doctor and he referred me to a neurologist at Rhode
Island Hospital to the Muscular Dystrophy Clinic. I went through several tests, including a muscular
biopsy, spinal tap and a nerve biopsy. I was treated with Dantrolen and Neurontin from 2007 to 2009.
In November of 2008, I ended up in the hospital for twelve days, I could not move from my waist
down. I was in a wheel chair, then started walking with a walker, and finally with a cane. I had physical therapy from that time until August of 2009. I was referred to a physiatrist to manage the pain.
He treated me with Avinza 30mg once a day and he administered three epidural injections. I was
getting desperate and could not tolerate the pain any more. While in treatment with the neurologist
I spoke with a social worker who diagnosed me with depression and told me that I was having panic
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attacks. (How he came to that conclusion? I have no idea). The thing was, that the neurologist spoke
with the physiatrist and they concluded that I was only looking for drugs. I felt insulted and angry.
My last appointment with the physiatrist was in August of 2009 and that was when once again
I decided not to take any medications and deal with the pain. I was in pain 24 hours a day. I deprived
myself of a good night sleep. Activities that I used to enjoy with my husband, children and grandchildren
were a thing of the past. I could not attend Sunday mass. I could not sit for even five minutes.
One Monday morning I was at work and I was in so much pain that I put my head down and said
to myself “I can not continue with this pain, I do not know what else to do”. I called my husband and
asked him “what should I do” he did not know what to say or what else to do for me. The same week
my daughter in –law told me about the treatments you were administering to patients with chronic
pain. I was a little skeptical at the beginning, but I decided to try anyway. I have to tell you that by
the third treatment I was released from that evil pain. Finally, thanks to you and the treatments I am
planning to take a trip with my husband at the end of February beginning of March. We are celebrating our 40th anniversary. I have been playing, dancing with my grandchildren and running after my
fluffy dog. I only wish that you can continue helping people like me, when doctors do not know what
else to do for them and that there is hope and life free of pain.
May the Lord bless you.
Ramonita

Dear Dr. D’Amato
Thank you and everyone else there for how you’ve helped me. I didn’t ever want to do anything
because I was in so much pain, and because of you and everyone there I finally feel normal again.
I never wanted to talk about it and didn’t like when people asked “How’s your leg?” Now when they
ask I tell them that’s it’s great. I never thought I would be pain – free, and I didn’t think it would work,
but after the first day I knew it was worth the trip there. I also can’t thank you enough for getting me
off of my drugs. It feels so liberating to not be trapped in my own mind and not feel hazy all the time.
You are truly a gift from God for everyone that you help. I can’t express my gratitude enough, especially
for how caring you all are. Unlike other doctors I’ve been to, you’re one of the only ones who truly
cares about other people’s pain and what they go through. It feels so good to be able to play paintball
and go to the gym, and just be active in general! Thank you so much, and I will never forget any of you.
Sincerely,
Sam Mullican
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Dear Dr. D’Amato
What a wonderful statement to say I am PAIN FREE AND DRUG FREE. I can not find words to
express my gratitude to you for how this miracle came to happen. Last week after I returned home
(after a fourteen hour drive home) I went to our church and before I could even think about it I was
making a testimonial video telling my story of eleven years of pain and depression and how Calmar
ScramblerTherapy brought relief. This is a church called Liberty Baptist with a congregation of six
thousand on any given Sunday. As you can imagine that has brought a lot of people who have chronic
pain problems asking us about the therapy.
I also wrote a letter to long time friends and family one of those being Suzanne Lily. I have never met
Suzanne except by phone and e-mail. I became acquainted with Suzanne ten years ago when I went
to Corpus Christi, TX to receive treatment with DR. Rhodes. I am so thankful she called you and is
making arrangements to come for treatment along with a friend named Christene, who I met through
a conference call last week.
This is truly a miracle therapy and I know through your expertise that many who suffer have been and
will be helped. Since I came home I have been going back to the things I like to do. That includes water
aerobic and walking for miles with no pain. I have tried to test my limits but there is no doubt that I am
free from RSD pain. I have almost completed with drawing from all the anti-depression medications.
Thank you Dr. D’Amato this mean so much to me. I am free!!!!!!!!
Please place my testimonial on the bulletin board. I am forever grateful.
PS: As soon as we returned home we began making preparations for hurricane earl and I am so very
thankful Earl passed our shores with very little damage.
Velma Geis
Smithfield, VA.
Hello to my angel of mercy nurse Kelly and your staff.

Dear Dr. D’Amato
Thank you again for making the scrambler pain therapy program available in this market! I am still
in a state of disbelief that you’ve erased the neuropathy I’ve suffered with since a back injury 15 years
ago. To date: no return of daily shooting pain and no loss of sensation in the areas that were numb for
so long. It took me a while to begin to tell friends and co-workers about my experience because it is,
frankly, difficult to describe this little miracle of pain resolution!
I now consider myself your unofficial communications ambassador... I am telling everyone about
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your treatment program! I recently provided your program materials and case studies to the chief
medical officer here at (...... .......)(NOTE: personal information deleted for privacy ). He, in turn, has
forwarded the materials to the leaders of our pain service (who attended the ASCO session on the
efficacy of scrambler therapy for CIPN). I hope that our physicians evaluate this therapy option and
perhaps connect with you as a local expert resource for our chemo patients.
Your treatment has changed my attitude about pain... it doesn’t need to be a permanent situation!
Thank you, thank you, thank you!!!
Regards,
MP

Dear Dr. D’Amato
I have wonderful news to share with you. Yesterday I had a appointment with Dr. Spiegel my
Psychiatric Care at Norfolk General Hospital. He declared on record that I no longer needed his
services and gave me a medical discharged.. Is that not the most awesome news!!!!!!!!!! I did not
have to defend my miracle of healing through Calmar Pain Therapy. Thank you so much for this
miracle!!!!!!!Calmar Pain Therapy was the answer for my physical and emotional pain. I have now
experienced three month pain free.
After suffering eleven years with Chronic Reflex Pain I am now free!!!!!!!!. 2010 has been a Great
Year and I am with excitement looking forward to 2011.
Velma Geis
Smithfield Virginia
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BMUIPVHIJUXBTBCJUPGBUSBOTGPSNBUJPOPGIPNFMJGFXIFO*EJESFUVSO5IFZKVTUXFSFOPUVTFEUPNF
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